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Abstract. To study the presence of incomplete fusion at energies around the Coulomb-barrier and to understand

its dependence on various entrance-channel parameters, the incomplete fusion fractions have been deduced (i)
from excitation function measurements for 18O,13,12C+159Tb, and (ii) from forward recoil range measurements

for 12C+159Tb systems, at low energies (<7MeV/A). The data have been analyzed within the framework of

compound nucleus decay, which suggests the production of xn/pxn-channels via complete fusion, as these

are found to be well reproduced by PACE4 predictions, while, a significant enhancement in the excitation

functions of α-emitting channels has been observed over the theoretical ones, which has been attributed due to

the incomplete fusion processes. Further, the incomplete fusion events observed in case of forward recoil ranges

have been explained on the basis of the breakup fusion model, where these events may be attributed to the fusion

of 8Be and/or 4He from 12C projectile to the target nucleus. For better insight into the underlying dynamics, the

deduced fractions of incomplete fusion have been compared with other nearby systems as a function of various

entrance channel parameters. The incomplete fusion has been found to be sensitive to the projectile’s energy

and alpha-Q-value of the projectile.

1 Introduction

In super-heavy element (SHE) production laboratories,

considerable efforts are being employed to synthesize the

SHE using heavy-ion induced complete fusion (CF) reac-

tions with low excitation energy [1]. In addition to the

fission and quasi-fission, the existence of incomplete fu-

sion (ICF) at low incident energies (i.e., ≈ 4-7 MeV/A)

may add complexity to the synthesis of SHEs. In general,

at these energies, CF is supposed to be the sole contribu-

tor to the total fusion cross section [2]. However, in re-

cent years a large fraction of ICF has been observed at en-

ergies as low as ≈ 4-7 MeV/A [3–7]. The onset of ICF

at near barrier energies triggered the resurgent interest to

understand the ICF reaction dynamics. In ICF reactions

the incident projectile is assumed to break up into its frag-

ments, as a consequence of excess input angular momen-

tum, and one of the breakup fragments fuses with the tar-

get nucleus [8]. It is customary to disentangle CF and ICF

on the basis of driving angular momenta (�-values) [8].

At central and/or near-central interactions for �-window

0 ≤ � ≤ �crit, the CF is expected to be the dominant pro-

cess, where intimate contact and transient amalgamation
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of entire projectile and target nucleus leads to the forma-

tion of an excited compound nucleus with pre-determined

charge/mass and excitation energy. However, for periph-

eral collisions or at sufficiently higher energies, �-values

may be higher than �crit. As a consequence fusion of en-

tire projectile may be hindered and gives way to the ICF.

This forms an incompletely fused composite (IFC) sys-

tem, and direct projectile-like-fragments (PLFs) found to

be centered in the forward cone. This IFC have relatively

less mass/charge and excitation energy (due to partial fu-

sion of projectile), but have high angular-momenta (im-

parted due to non-central interactions) as compared to the

CN formed via CF [8]. The additional break-up degrees

of freedom make the fusion process more complicated and

the possible reaction processes may be; i) the non-capture

break-up, when none of the breakup fragments is captured,

ii) ICF, when one of the breakup fragments is captured, iii)
sequential complete fusion (SCF), the successive capture

of all fragments by the target nucleus. Experimentally, it

is not possible to disentangle the cross-sections for direct

(σDCF) and sequential (σS CF) complete fusion, because

both channels lead to the same final reaction residues.

Hence, the CF cross-section (σCF) is taken as the sum of

σDCF and σS CF , whereas the sum of σCF and incomplete
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fusion cross-section (σICF) may be referred to as the to-

tal fusion cross-section (σT F = σCF+σICF). After the first

experimental observation of “fast α-particles" at energies

≈ 10.5 MeV/A [9], a variety of experimental and theoreti-

cal studies have been devoted to understand ICF-reactions.

Some of these studies are summarized in an outstanding

review by Gerschel [10]. It may, however, be pointed out

that the existing models/theories fairly explain ICF data

obtained at energies E ≥ 10.5 MeV/A or so, but there is

no theoretical model available to predict ICF at lower ener-

gies. Due to the unavailability of reliable theoretical model

to predict low energy ICF, the experimental study of under-

lying dynamics is still an active area of investigation.

In view of the above, we have undertaken a programme

to study the ICF-reaction dynamics in different projectile-

target combinations at low energies. The onset of ICF at

slightly above barrier energies has been emphasized in the

excitation function (EFs) measurements [5, 6], however, a

clear existence of ICF at low energies has been demon-

strated by measuring more than one linear momentum

transfer components in the forward recoil ranges [7]. In

addition to this, the unclear or ambiguous dependences of

ICF on various entrance channel parameters have also been

explored and contradicting dependences of the fraction

of incomplete fusion have been reported [11–13]. Mor-

genstern et al. [13]correlated the ICF fraction with en-

trance channel mass asymmetry (μA). Recently, Singh et
al. [5] introduced the importance of projectile structure in

ProMass-systematics. Hence, in order to explore the low-

energy incomplete fusion and to find a consistent general

systematics for low energy ICF reactions, which may sup-

port the SHE formation, measurements of excitation func-

tion for 18O,13,12C+159Tb systems at energies ≈ 4-7MeV/A

and forward recoil ranges for 12C+159Tb at three above

barrier-energies have been performed.

2 Experiments

In order to ascertain above aspects, two kinds of ex-

periments have been performed by our group at the

Inter-University Accelerator Center (IUAC), New Delhi;

(i) the experiments to measure “the excitation func-
tions” of radio-nuclides populated during the interaction

of 18O,13,12C+159Tb systems at energies ≈ 4-7MeV/A,

and (ii) the experiments to measure “the forward recoil
ranges” of residues populated during the interaction of
12C+159Tb at three widely different above barrier energies.

Here, brief experimental details are given for the ready ref-

erence; however, the details are given in refs [5, 6]. In

these experiments the activation technique has been used.

The irradiation of the samples have been carried out in the

General Purpose Scattering Chamber having an in-vacuum

transfer facility, which has been used to minimize the lapse

time between the stop of the irradiation and beginning of

the counting of the activity induced in the target-catcher

assembly. The activities induced in the samples were

recorded by counting each target along with the catcher

foil, using a pre-calibrated HPGe γ-ray spectrometer. A

50Hz pulser was used to determine the dead time. The

Figure 1. The experimentally measured and theoretically calcu-

lated EFs for (a) xn+pxn, and (b) αxn+2αxn-channels populated

in 18O+159Tb interactions (for details see the text).

detector-sample separation was adjusted to keep the dead-

time below 10% during the counting so as to minimize the

pile up effects. The efficiency calibration of the detector

in the specified geometry was carried out using a standard
152Eu source of known strength at various source-detector

separations. The characteristic γ-lines have been used to

identify reaction products. Further, the decay curves of

the identified reaction products have also been analyzed to

confirm the identification. Nuclear data on radio-nuclides,

such as the corresponding γ-ray abundances and half-lives

were taken from ref [14]. The production cross sections

of the reaction products have been determined using the

standard formulation [5, 6]. It may be pointed out that the

errors in the measured production cross sections may arise

due to (i) the nonuniformity of target foils, (ii) fluctuations

in the beam current, (iii) the uncertainty in geometry de-

pendent efficiency of HPGe detector, and (iv) due to the

dead time of the spectrometer. Detailed discussion on the

error analysis is given elsewhere [5, 6]. The overall errors

including statistical errors are estimated to be ≥15%, ex-

cluding the uncertainty in branching ratio, decay constant,

etc.

3 Interpretation of results

3.1 Excitation Functions (EFs)

To understand the formation mechanism of reaction prod-

ucts, the experimentally measured excitation functions

have been analyzed within the framework of statistical

model code PACE4 [15] based on equilibrated CN-decay of

Hauser-Feshbach theory. It may, however, be pointed out

that the ICF and pre-equilibrium-emission (PEE) are not

taken into consideration in this code. In this code, level

density parameter (a=A/K) is an important input parame-

ter which affects the CF cross-sections and may be varied

to match the experimental cross-sections. In the present
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system at studied energy range the parameter “a=A/8” has

been found to reproduce satisfactorily, the experimental

data for both the xn and pxn-channels, which shows the

production of these residues via CF processes. As a rep-

resentative case, in Fig.1 (a) the sum of cross-sections

for all experimentally measured xn & pxn-channels for
18O+159Tb system have been compared with that of cor-

responding theoretical calculations with physical justified

set of parameters. The same set of parameters has been re-

tained and used to check the production mechanism of α-

emitting channels, also. In Fig.1 (b), the sum of measured

αxn and 2αxn-channels for same system has been plotted

and compared with theoretical calculations. As shown in

Fig.1 (b), the measured cross-sections for α-emitting chan-

nels are found to be significantly enhanced than theoret-

ical predictions. The enhanced cross-section in case of

α-emitting channels point towards some physical effects

which are not included in this code. It has already been

mentioned that PACE4 do not take ICF, PEE into account

and hence, this enhancement may be attributed as the con-

tribution due to ICF-reaction mechanism.

3.2 Forward Recoil Range Distributions (FRRDs)

In heavy-ion interactions, the CF & ICF processes may lead

to the characteristic velocity distribution of the reaction

products on the basis of linear momentum transfer from

projectile to the target nucleus. As such, the distribution

of measured yields of the populated reaction residues as a

function of velocity and/or the range of residue in a stop-

ping medium may give an insight into the reaction mech-

anism. Though the differences in the velocity and ranges

of CF and ICF reaction products are not so significant, by

using very thin catcher foils (≈μg/cm2), it is possible to

separate both kind of residues. Hence, in order to demon-

strate the presence of ICF reactions in 12C+159Tb, the re-

coil ranges of residues have also been measured at three

above barrier energies. The resulting normalized yields of

different reaction products have been plotted against cu-

mulative catcher foil thicknesses to obtain the differential

recoil range distributions for the residues viz., 168Lu (3n),
167Lu (4n), 165Lu (6n), 167Yb (p3n), 165Tm (α2n), 163Tm

(α4n), 161Ho (2α2n), 160Hog (2α3n) and 160Hom (2α3n).

In this paper, as a representative case to show different

linear momentum transfer components in various CF and

ICF processes the FRRDs for 167Lu(4n) and 165Tm(α2n)

residues have been presented and shown in Figs.2(a-f).

These figures clearly show the different momentum trans-

fer components, depending on the fused mass of the pro-

jectile with the target nucleus. In the case of 4n-channel

(Fig.2(a-c)), the measured FRRDs show only a single peak,

at all the three bombarding energies, indicating only sin-

gle linear momentum transfer component (a characteris-

tic of the CF process) involved in the production of 167Lu

residues. Similarly, in case of α-emitting channels, the

residues 165Tm, 163Tm, 161Ho, 160Hog and 160Hom are pop-

ulated, respectively via α2n, α4n, 2α2n and 2α3n chan-

nels. The observed FRRDs were resolved into more than

one Gaussian peaks. As a representative case, the FR-

RDs for the residues, 165Tm (α2n), have been plotted at

Figure 2. Typical FRRDs for 167Lu and 165Tm populated via 4n
and α2n-channel, respectively. The red arrows are the theoretical

most probabble ranges (for detail see text).

three different energies in Fig.2(d-f). As can be seen from

this figure, the FRRDs may be fitted with two Gaussian

peaks, one at 340±32, 366±60 and 373±65 μg/cm2 for

three beam energies, indicating the complete momentum

transfer events, however, another peak at lower cumula-

tive depths correspond to the fusion of 8Be (if 12C is as-

sumed to break-up into 8Be +α) with 159Tb target nu-

cleus. Similarly, the FRRDs for other α-emitting channels

indicating the presence of more than one linear momen-

tum transfer component. It may be pointed out that, the

neutron emission from the recoiling residues may change

the energy/momentum of the recoiling nucleus, depending

on the direction of emitted particles. This is reflected in

the width (FWHM) of the experimentally measured recoil

range distributions. The width may also arise because of

the contribution from straggling effects. The most proba-

ble recoil ranges (Rtheo) have also been theoretically cal-

culated (shown in Fig.2 by red arrows); assuming that in

the case of CF, the incoming ion completely fuses with

the target nucleus and transfers its total linear momentum

to the fused system, which recoils to conserve the input

linear momentum. The theoretically calculated and exper-

imentally measured recoil ranges are found to agree rea-

sonably well within the experimental errors (for details see

ref. [6]).

3.3 Incomplete fusion fraction

It is evident from the analysis of EFs and FRRDs mea-

surements that ICF-reactions contribute significantly to the

production cross-section of α-emitting channels at studied

energies. Nevertheless, both the measurements of FRRDs

and the EFs give nearly same FICF values for same system
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Figure 3. The comparison of FICF for 13C+159Tb and 12C+159Tb

systems at constant vrel=0.053c.

Figure 4. The comparison of incomplete fusion fraction for the

studied systems 18O,13,12C+159Tb with 16O+159Tb [5].

which strengthen the measurements and indicate the self-

consistency of the data [6]. Further, the ICF contribution

for all studied systems have been deduced using the pre-

scription of Gomes et al., [4]. The ICF-contribution for

individual channels has been deduced by subtracting CF

cross-sections (ΣσCF) from the experimentally measured

total fusion cross sections (σT F) at each studied energy.

It is not out of place to mention that the σT F has been

corrected for the missing channels (which could not be

measured experimentally) by their PACE4 values. Hence,

the ΣσICF may be taken at least as the lower limit of ICF-

contribution. The percentage FICF , which is the measure

of relative strength of ICF contribution to the total fusion,

may be defined as, FICF %= (ΣσICF /σT F) × 100 have been

deduced and the comparison of FICF for 12C and 13C inter-

actions with 159Tb target have been shown in Fig.3, where
12C projectile having more ICF as compared to 13C pro-

jectile, which shows a clear projectile dependency on ICF

reactions.

4 Remarks on the effect of projectile type

In order to understand the effect of projectile on ICF-

reactions, the FICF for 18,16O,13,12C+159Tb systems at a

constant relative velocity (vrel = 0.053) have been plotted

as a function of Qα-value of the projectile in Fig.4. This

comparison of FICF for different projectiles on same target

reveals a strong projectile dependence of low-energy in-

complete fusion. It is clear from this figure, that the FICF is

≈ 18% larger for 18O than 13C as projectile on the same

target 159Tb, which can be understood by recently pro-

posed alpha-Q-value systematics [6]. The more-negative

Qα-value for 13C translates into the smaller breakup prob-

ability into constituent α clusters, resulting in a smaller

ICF-fraction than for 18O induced reactions. The present

work strengthens the recently observed alpha-Q-value sys-

tematics [6] for strongly bound projectiles. It may, how-

ever, be pointed out that the systems studied in the present

work are rather light, which may not cater to the require-

ment of synthesizing super heavy elements. However, a

rich data set from medium to heavy targets may help to

develop some systematics to understand the probability of

involved reaction processes at these energies, which may

be useful in the super heavy element research.
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